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W

omen’s division

Last year’s winners CUSB Shout have
been dominating pool N with 4 victories.
They only defeated Swiss team MICZ
on universe point but other than that
these girls have been very convincing so
far. These MICZ also needed a double
game point to overcome dutch team Tilt
but had two strong wins over the french
national ladies team and LUV from
Belgium. Last year’s runners up Yaka
aren’t here this year, but France has some
strong representation with the national
women’s team and Western Ladies in the
other pool. Speaking of which: XEUCF

silver medalists U de Cologne have also
been looking strong throughout day 1.
Nobody managed to score more than
7 points against them, but they still
need to face their main rivals in pool M
Copenhagen Hucks. Western Ladies from
France is close behind with 2 defeats and
2 victories but anything is still possible in
this women’s division, of which the overall
level seems to have grown fairly since last
year.

Open 1

We all know how the top teams in the
open division are doing. They slowly but
surely worked their way into the upper
pool. But what about those few lone
riders who still have a shot at claiming
the crown? Let us help you out with a
simple explanation: In Open Division 1
there were 6 pools of 4 teams.
The 6 teams that ended 1st, and the 6
teams that ended 2nd made it to the
upper pool along with the 4 best 3rds.
Still with us? This makes a total of 16
teams in the upper pool and 8 teams in
the lower pool. But fear not, all teams are
still in the running as today we will be
seeing pre-quarters in which the lowest
ranked teams can still make it up there.
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Excitement guaranteed. Can we challenge
you to send us your predictions for the
quarter finals? Best bet on the official
Tom’s Tourney’s Facebook page wins a
special prize to be picked up at the Get
Horizontal booth.

Open 2

Open division 2 only has 4 pools in which
mostly Blue Arse Flies, Sesquidistus,
Breizh United and Play are rocking hard.
Close behind are the local organisers
FreezzzBeezzz, CUSB Zero51, Terco Vieja
Guardia and Helgtre. We’re excited for
some more action today, and we strongly
suggest all of you to keep rocking hard
and enjoy TT as much as you possibly
can. Did we mention we’ve got some free
drinks and a wicked party coming up
tonight? Well now we have. See you on
the dance floor tonight!

T

his was THURSDAY

F

ank you Friday

In the Ultimate world, TD usually
stands for Tournament Director. In
this case the TD is called Glenn, and
although he is a living legend and a
rock-solid foundation for this lovely
tournament, for once we would like to
change it around to „Triple Dedication”.
That’s about what it takes for ALL
volunteers to put an event like this. If
you take a second and think about the
amount of voluntary work necessary
to make you enjoy this tournament
as much as you are doing now, you’ll
probably realise it takes a ton of work.
And that is simply why we would like
to proclaim today as FANK YOU
FRIDAY. If you see a volunteer, give
them a little sign of appreciation. A
“thank you” for example, or in this case
a little „fank you”. A hug would also
do, but let’s not push it here. We travel
all around the world to enjoy this crazy
sport and without the power of the
people we would all be sitting at home
and watching TV. What else to counter
this with than a little „THANK YOU”?
“Fank you” perhaps?

Clean your sh*t

G

et Horizontal shop will be
open on saturday

Get yourself some GH swag in the new GH shop.

W

Please clean up the fields after your game. Yesterday you
left a ton of garbage, clothes, shoes and other stuff on the
fields after the games. We kindly ask you to clean up so
the TT crew doesn’t have to waste time making sure you
can play on a clean field. FANK YOU!
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